Mackintosh-Corry Hall

Updated: 18-02-2021
**Mackintosh-Corry Hall**

**Shading Colour Legend:**

- Office Space: [Orange]
- Lab space: [Blue]
- Lab support area: [Light Blue]
- Central classrooms: [Black]
- Departmental classrooms/seminar rooms: [Yellow]
- Non-Library study space: [Purple]
- Under Construction: [Gray]

**Border Highlight Legend:**

- Culture Studies: [Purple]
- Economics: [Green]
- Gender Studies: [Red]
- Geography: [Yellow]
- Global Dev Studies: [Blue]
- Law: [Orange]
- Political Studies: [Black]
- Sociology: [Purple]
- Food Services: [Red]
- Arts & Sciences Office: [Green]
- Non-Academic Depts: [Gray]

*Unlabeled rooms are non-assignable*

*For use of corridors, common areas, and washrooms, refer to guidelines*

*Unless specified, occupancies are calculated using the 1 person per 18.5 m² guideline*

*Research Lab occupancies have been increased to 1 person per 14 m² to a maximum of 4 additional people.*

*When furniture layout is known, occupancies have been calculated using 2m separation metric*
*Unless otherwise noted, all spaces have a maximum occupancy of one*
Level One – B Wing

Cultural Studies:

Non-Academic Depts:

*Unless otherwise noted, all offices have a maximum occupancy of one
Level One – F Wing

*Unless otherwise noted, all offices have a maximum occupancy of one

Non-Academic Depts:
Level Two – D and E Wing

*Unless otherwise noted, all spaces have a maximum occupancy of one

Construction Period: June – July 2020
Level Two – B and C Wing

*Unless otherwise noted, all offices have a maximum occupancy of one.

Construction Period: June – July 2020
Level Two – F Wing

*Unless otherwise noted, all offices have a maximum occupancy of one

Centre for Teaching and Learning

F200 Max: 8

Non-Academic Depts:
Level Three – D and E Wing

*Unless otherwise noted, all offices have a maximum occupancy of one.

Construction Period: June to mid-July

Geography:
Level Three – B and C Wing

*Unless otherwise noted, all offices have a maximum occupancy of one

Political Studies:

Arts & Sciences Office:
Level Three – A and F Wing

*Unless otherwise noted, all offices have a maximum occupancy of one

Arts & Sciences Office: 
Non-Academic Depts:
Level Four – D and E Wing

*Unless otherwise noted, all offices have a maximum occupancy of one

Sociology:
Level Four – B and C Wing

*Unless otherwise noted, all offices have a maximum occupancy of one

Central Classroom C416
To be assessed (TBA)

Central Classroom C420
To be assessed (TBA)

B400
Max: 3

B402
Max: 2

Political Studies:

Global Development Studies:
*Unless otherwise noted, all offices have a maximum occupancy of one

Economics: [Green]
Global Development Studies: [Blue]
Non-Academic Departments: [Light Blue]
Level Five – D and E Wing

*Unless otherwise noted, all offices have a maximum occupancy of one*
Level Five – B and C Wing

*Unless otherwise noted, all offices have a maximum occupancy of one

Law:

Sociology:

Non-Academic Departments:
Level Five – A Wing

*Unless otherwise noted, all offices have a maximum occupancy of one

Economics:  

[Diagram showing Level Five - A Wing with specific office labels and occupancy limits]